Introducing the Buckingham Jacking/Shoring Post...
SAFER... Less risk of injury to workers or damage to
job. Unlike old wooden posts, Buckingham Jacking/
Shoring Posts can be clamped, lagged, or welded to
any overhead beams they are supporting.
Buckingham Jacking/Shoring Posts can be set up and removed
quickly, saving time and money on job after job. They are used:
• for sectional jacking and leveling • for replacing wooden posts when
supporting porch roofs and overhangs • for shoring, when tunneling
or excavating under buildings • for stabilizing load-bearing points,
saving you the time and trouble of building extra, unneeded crib piles
• as temporary supports when replacing lifting steel with permanent
supports, or replacing existing support beams • for horizontal spreading and bracing applications • when placed at an angle, for straightening out-of-plumb walls

$ $ $ LABOR Saved = MONEY EARNED $ $ $

Above, these Jacking/Shoring Posts
in an interior room
support the ceiling
for crib piles to be
built above it up to
the roof.

PAT. PENDING; U.S. Patent
Application No. 13/316,965

Above, and Below Left,
Jacking/Shoring Posts
provide safe temporary
support for the porches
and overhangs during
subsequent Lifting and
Transport operations.
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The Buckingham 10-Ton Jacking / Shoring Post is Certified Lab Load Tested
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How to Use the Buckingham Jacking /Shoring Post
proven itself to be a safe and efficient piece
of equipment for heavy lifting, shoring and
bracing operations.
Follow the steps below, and you’ll soon
learn how to use it safely and swiftly.

You will soon see that the Buckingham
Jacking/Shoring Post you have purchased is
a masterpiece of simplicity and efficiency. It
has been rigorously field-tested in a wide
variety of extreme situations, and it has

WARNING: Due to the dangers inherent in the structural moving industry, any equipment sold or manufactured
by Buckingham Structural Moving Equipment LLC must be used ONLY by fully qualified and experienced operators.

Securely fasten the
Load Plate to the Load
before you let go of the
Jacking/Shoring Post

Raise the inner post
by hand, as high as
you can, up against
the Load.
Put a Lifting Pin
through the highest
hole possible in the
4-Position Rotating
Collar, and secure the
pin with a Linchpin.

A
Put a secure base under the Post, one that will be
able to fully support the load.

C
Rotate the Threaded
Locking Collar to snug
the Load Plate of the
Jacking/Shoring Post
up against the Load
[see green arrow].

D

B

Securely fasten the
Load Plate to the Load.
See red arrow, Above.

Screw the Threaded Locking Collar all the way
down, to leave room for future adjustment.
The Jacking/Shoring Post is
NOT a stand-alone unit. It will
require additional means to
ensure that the Load is stable.
The Load and the Jacking/
Shoring Posts will fall over if not properly secured with
additional crib piles, bracing, and/or shoring towers.

CAUTION

DANGER

E
Insert the other Lifting Pin through the lowest hole
possible in the Jacking Slot. Secure it with a Linchpin.

Jacking/Shoring Posts are NOT stand-alone units.
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READ and OBEY ALL
WARNING LABELS on
the JACKING / SHORING
POSTS, and ASK US FOR
REPLACEMENT LABELS
IF THEY GET DAMAGED.

F
Slip both of the 5-ton Jack Cylinders, top first, into their welded
Jack Pockets.

Securely
fasten
the Load
Plate to
the Load

H
Remove the Lifting Pin from the
Four-Position Rotating Collar. Drop
the collar down onto the Threaded
Locking Collar, and pin it again. It
will now be 4” lower. Secure the
Lifting Pin with the Linchpin.
Rotate the Threaded Locking Collar up snug against the 4-Position
Rotating Collar [see green arrow].
Then release the weight from off of
the Jack Cylinders.
To continue lifting the Load by 4”
increments, just repeat the last
steps— Photos E, G and H— until
you have raised the load to the
desired height.

G
Screw the Release Knob shut
on the Hydraulic Hand Pump,
and begin pumping to raise the
inner Lifting Tube and the Load.
Pump until you have raised the
Load to the desired height, or
until the Lifting Pin reaches the
top of the Jacking Slot.

To lower the Load, follow steps E, G
and H in reverse.
WARNING: Due to the dangers inherent in the
structural moving industry, any equipment sold
or manufactured by Buckingham Structural Moving Equipment LLC must be used ONLY by fully
qualified and experienced operators.
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Lube the Threaded Locking
Collar threads from time
to time. Use a lightweight
lubricating oil.
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